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Abstract

In many transport companies, one of the main objectives is
to optimize the travel cost of their fleet. Other objectives are
related to delivery time, fuel savings, etc. However ware-
house stock management is not properly considered. Ware-
house stock control is based on the correct allocation of re-
sources to each order. In this paper, we combine the ware-
house stock management problem and the routing problem
to be applied in a real company that allows negative stock
in their warehouses. The proposed multi-objective problem
is modeled and solved by the greedy randomized adaptive
search (GRASP) algorithm. The results shows that the pro-
posed algorithm outperforms the current search technique
used by the company mainly in stock balancing, improving
the negative average stock by up to 82%.

Introduction
Nowadays, transport companies focus on obtaining auto-
matic forecasts and order planning within a given time
frame. Many different techniques can be found in the litera-
ture to solve this kind of problem. There is a set of problems
that brings together many of the cases of graphics-related
problems in the context of transport design. The multi-
objective transportation network design provides a frame-
work that lists all types of transportation problems together.
In this context, a first level taxonomy is developed in which
methods and techniques are grouped by mathematical struc-
ture or the purpose of the problem formulation (Current and
Marsh 1993). The Multi-objective Transportation Network
Design (MTND) is set of definitions that try to address all
different cases in transportation problems. In this paper, we
focus on two types of problems, the vehicle routing prob-
lems (VRP) and the assignment problems (AP).

VRPs can be represented as theoretical problems in
graphs. Given a complete network G = {V,A} in which
V is a list of vertices and A is a list of arcs, most problems
represent the zero vertex as the starting point and the rest
of the vertices as customers to be passed through to deliver
an order. The list of arcs is made up of i, j pairs that con-
nect two vertices. These arcs have a cost associated with
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going from the i vertex to the j vertex (Eksioglu, Vural,
and Reisman 2009). From this point on, the wide develop-
ment of solutions for diverse problems has generated an ex-
tensive amount literature. VRP problems are mainly multi-
target problems in which there are certain features that com-
bine with each other to deal with other types of problems.
However, there is a more specific set of real-life problems
that traditional VRP approaches cannot solve, such as: the
Open VRP, the Dynamic VRP, the Time-Dependent VRP
problems.

In the Open VRP (OVRP) problems, the main feature that
interests us is that the vehicles are not forced to return to the
starting point, so problems of this type seek to minimize the
number of vehicles used and the total distance traveled (e.g.,
(Subramanian, Uchoa, and Ochi 2013; Cao, Lai, and Yang
2014)). Some real life problems can be modelled as OVRP
(López-Sánchez et al. 2014; Salari, Toth, and Tramontani
2010).

Taking into account the rapid evolution of technologies,
we can obtain a large amount of data in real time, includ-
ing not only the status of the vehicle or the order but also
the time of delivery to the customer, the status of the route
that will be use oby the vehicle, etc. That is why the devel-
opment of Dynamic VRP (DVRP) is so important; it allows
us to assume changes in the solutions obtained and mod-
ify them with the updated data, generating optimal solu-
tions until the last moment (Barkaoui and Gendreau 2013;
Pillac et al. 2013).

Another problem affecting VRPs is that the travel time
between one vertex and another is deterministic; However
in real life, the travel time between vertices is not determin-
istic since there are many variables that can affect it. These
problems are defined as Time-dependent VRP, in which it is
assumed that the trip is not deterministic and does not have
constant times in the trips between vertices (Li, Leung, and
Tian 2012).

The Assignment problems (AP) deal with the question of
how to assign n items (vehicles, machines, agents, etc.) tom
different tasks or procedures. However, it is normal to take
into account some limitations that allow the algorithm to fo-
cus on a specific case and make it more specific (Burkard,



Figure 1: Different containers used by the company

Dell’Amico, and Martello 2009). One of the most com-
monly used assignment problems is called The Quadratic
Assignment Problem (QAP). This kind of AP does not re-
quire all objective functions to be linear, focusing on assign-
ing a set of n elements in m locations. The cost of QAP is
composed of a series of smaller costs that are minimized to
find the minimum cost.

Taking into account the existing QAP, this paper fo-
cus specifically on the storage assignment location problem
(SLAP). SLAP involves a group of problems that refers to
the allocation of products in a storage space and the op-
timization of material handling costs, among others. The
SLAP problem usually depends on parameters such as the
distance between the source and the destination with respect
to the items and the warehouses, the availability of stock, the
physical characteristics of the items, the stock refill price,
etc. The main optimization approaches are related to storage
space usage and the cycle time of order-picking operations,
taking into account constraints such as available storage ca-
pacity, order picking resource capacities, and dispatch poli-
cies. (Syed-abdullah, Abdul-rahman, and Mauziah 2018)

In this paper, we focus on a logistic problem provided by
a company that focuses its activity on the rental of a wide
variety of reusable packaging for the storage and transport
of a wide variety of food products. The main priority of this
company is to provide containers to allocate fruits, vegeta-
bles, fish, etc in supermarkets that need a wide distribution
throughout the country.

The containers are manufactured to simplify the process
of transporting, storing, and linearly arranging consumer
goods. Today the company has multiple containers that are
manufactured under the idea of eco-design which complies
with the rule of the three Rs: reduction, reuse and recycling.
The company’s business model proposes a reduction in the
environmental cost of processes through the optimization
and responsible use of materials and waste (see Fig 1).

Currently the company has 13 warehouses that are strate-
gically distributed throughout the country to facilitate the at-
tention to their clients. In all of the warehouses, there are a
number of containers/items of different types. These con-
tainers can be available to be used in a warehouse, they can
be stacked to be repaired in the same warehouse, or they can
be sent to a recycling center to make new ones. Each ware-
house has a limited number of containers available for each
type. However, if a large number of containers is needed, the
company has the capacity to acquire more in order to cover
the demand.

The main goal of the company is to transport the contain-
ers from warehouses to supermarkets. Currently, the com-
pany must optimize the planning of 2000 trips weekly. To
this end, the company must develop an efficient search algo-
rithm to plan the weekly allocation of a fleet of trucks in the
different warehouses that are spread throughout the country.
Due to physical and temporal constraints, the company aims
to minimize the cost of transport generated by the trucks and
the cost of stock in each of the warehouses. Since the amount
of stock in the warehouses may be negative, the demand for
items is greater than the stock available and the company
must acquire them, therefore the stock cost is directly asso-
ciated with the price of the items with negative stock.

This paper proposes a new SLAP proposal for balancing
stocks. This proposal takes into account that the problem
can be modelled as a VRP (more specifically as an OVRP)
where the vehicle that transports the order does not return
to its point of origin. To do this we propose a metaheuristic
search algorithm is proposed the greedy randomized adap-
tive search (GRASP) (Li, Pardalos, and Resende 1991). It
searches for the first solution by applying a series of heuris-
tics. Later, the local search is performed by applying a series
of multi-target heuristics to filter the different solutions and
choose the most optimized one.

Problem specification
This section presents, the problem specification posed by
the company in order to provide a better understanding of
the proposed algorithm, highlighting the most relevant as-
pects. The main objective is to assign each trip to a ware-
house, taking into account all of the characteristics of each
trip and each warehouse. To do this, we seek to minimize the
transport cost and the stock cost. Minimizing transport cost
is relatively simple by obtaining the trip with the minimum
transport value. However, the stock cost poses a challenge
due to the fact that the stock of each container type must
be balanced. To solve this, a multi-objective function must
be determined by assigning weights to the transport cost and
the stock cost in order to determine the fitness function. This
function must keep the transport cost stable while the stock
in the warehouses is distributed homogeneously. Thus, the
most important variables involved in the problem must be
taken into account.

• Transport cost (TC): this is the cost associated with an
order. This cost is based on the distance between the start-
ing point and the warehouse, which is proportional to the
distance. This is taken into account when calculating the
final cost in the fitness function.

• Stock cost (SC): If an order composed of N items to be
delivered is loaded at a warehouse where the current stock
is less than the one required, the remaining negative stock
quantity must be replaced. Therefore, the cost of the stock
will be proportional to the negative stock multiplied by the
cost of replacing each of the items.

• Delay of delivery (DD): Each of the possible warehouses
associated with an order are located at a certain distance
from the origin. Therefore, depending on the warehouse



chosen for loading the order, a different delay will be as-
signed. This delay affects the amount of stock that is re-
duced from the warehouse from the planned date to the
real delivery date.

• Single load point (SLP): Each order has a number of lo-
cations to which it can be loaded. Each of these locations
has a number of important decision features. An order can
only be loaded at one location, with the constraint that all
of the items needed in the order must be loaded at the
same location. Therefore, it is not allowed to load at dif-
ferent locations.
The problem is composed of a dataset (DS) that is based

on the combination of three main elements it contains all of
the information necessary to represent a problem instance
(see Equation 1). Thus, each problem instance is composed
of a set of orders (O) each of which represent a trip to trans-
port items, a set of available warehouses (W) to load the
items, and a set of prices (P) for each item.

DS = {O,W,P} (1)
The set O = {o1, o2, . . . , oN} contains all of the in-

formation about the orders, where N is the number of or-
ders. Each order oi ∈ O is composed of three parameters
oi = [Doi , Iroi ,Woi ]:
• Doi is the delivery date of oi.
• Iroi contains the set of items to be loaded (see Equation

2). Each element iroij ∈ Iroi represents the number of
items to be loaded.

Iroi = {iroi1, iroi2 . . . , iroiP } (2)

• Woi is a set of possible warehouses where order oi can
load all of the required items (see Equation 3).
Wareoi = {Wareoi1,Wareoi1, . . .WareoiQ} (3)

Each element Woij is composed of by three values:
– avaoij represents the availability of platform j to load

all of the items of order oi. Thus, avaoij = 1 means
the warehouse is available, and avaoij = 0 means that
is not available.

– proij contains the transport cost of order oi from plat-
form j. If avaoij = 0, this value is null.

– dloij is the delay to load the order oi from platform j.
If avaoij = 0, this value is null.

To control the amount of stock at the beginning of each
week, the company provides a three-dimensional matrix
with the current status of each warehouse W (see Equation
4).

W = {w1, w2, w3, . . . wP } (4)
where each wsti ∈ W is composed of a bidirectional ma-
trix (item x week days ). The model of the company, allows
negative stock to be generated in the warehouses associated
to an order wstijk ∈ N. This is allowed because each of the
logistic centers (warehouses) can replace the lack of con-
tainers by shipping them.

Finally, P is the set of unitary price for each items (see
Equation 5).

P = {p1, p2, p3, . . . , pi, . . . pP } (5)

Solving techniques
This section explains the current algorithm being used by
the company, pointing out the structure and specifications of
the implemented greedy algorithm as well as the character-
istics that make it up. The proposed GRASP algorithm, local
search, and several improvements are detailed below.

The Greedy algorithm
Today, the objective of the company is the planning of
weekly orders based on the demand of customers taking
into account the available stock expected for each day of the
week. The company has developed its own algorithm to ob-
tain an optimized solution based on a greedy technique with
a post-processing phase. The stock available in each item
model in each day of week is obtained from a weekly load
plan. This stock is obtained from the sum of the remain-
ing containers from the previous week, the containers that
have been successfully refilled and those obtained by ship-
ments, etc. The greedy algorithm has additional constraints
imposed by the perspective of the customer, warehouses, and
geographical areas, as well as to other factors:

• A certain number of clients only allow loading in a certain
warehouse due to distance and convenience factors.

• The zone of influence or geographical area has a higher
priority in the assignment of orders by each warehouse.

• The loading of an order is restricted to the type of items it
contains, so there are certain warehouses that do not serve
a particular item.

• The warehouses or loading centers have independent de-
lays for each product at different times of the year because
the quantity of products (fruit, vegetables, fishes) is not
constant throughout the year.

These constraints make the generated search tree too large
to be addressed in one go. Therefore, the current algorithm
developed by the company is split into several layers, which
are put together in a post-processing step.

First, the algorithm performs an ordering according to pri-
orities. It uses a heuristic called closeness centrality that is
applied to network theory. This measure allows us to obtain
a measure of centrality of a transport network by adding the
length of the paths between the different nodes, obtaining
the central nodes as those that are closer to the other nodes.
Later, the orders are classified according to the item with
the greater portion of the order, assigning all if the available
stock of the nearest warehouses by this article model.

In the second layer, there are orders that are unassigned
to a warehouse because they have failed to meet any of the
restrictions of the first layer. These remaining orders are re-
ordered using the centrality closeness heuristics to assign
them to less central warehouses with larger stock. The orders
that have not been assigned can be renegotiated using the
customers in order to improve the response of the warehouse
system or to make up for the lack of stock by manufacturing
the containers needed to meet the customers’ needs. How-
ever, after this second layer, there may be unassigned orders
which are assigned to the most optimal warehouse in a post
processing. These are marked so that an expert human can



review them, looking for combinations that improve the cost
of global transport without increasing the stock cost to man-
ufacture containers. The constraints that are joined in the
greedy algorithm by layers only take into account the cost
generated by the transport and the requests of the clients.
This makes it necessary for an expert to review all of the
trips to be able in order to obtain a better solution for the
company.

GRASP
Taking into account the structure of the above greedy
method and its drawbacks in to obtaining a good solution, a
GRASP algorithm has been developed to obtain a balanced
solution in terms of travel cost and stock balance. To do this,
we focus on obtaining an efficient solution and keeping the
stock as balanced as possible among the warehouses.

Algorithm 1 GRASP

1: input: All orders O, All stock matrix W , Item price
vector P , Size of LCR list n

2: output: Optimized solution s∗
3: i←− 0
4: t←− [1, 2, 3, . . . , |O|]
5: while empty(t) do:
6: if sort-criterion(i) then:
7: swap( oi−1 , oi )
8: t←− t \ i
9: i←− i+ 1

10: end if
11: end while
12:
13: s←− [ ]
14: LCR←− [o1, . . . , on]
15: while |s| 6= |LCR| do:
16: j ←− 0
17: lcr ←− [ ]
18: while j < |LCR| do:
19: lcr ←− lcr ∪ LocalSearch(LCRj , α, |LCR|)
20: j ←− j + 1
21: end while
22: s←− s ∪ lcr∗
23: LCR←− LCR \ lcr∗
24: LCR←− LCR ∪ on+1

25: end while

The proposed Algorithm 1 is based on two steps. First, the
list of orders is sorted to improve the response of the algo-
rithm (from lines 5 to 11). This assumption is based on the
idea of constrainedness, analyzing the most restrictive or-
ders first in order to give the algorithm more decision power
in the final iterations. Second, the iterative part of GRASP
(from line 15 to 25) obtains a list that a fraction of the size
of the list of requests (called LCR). This list contains the
algorithm’s candidates to assign a warehouse. Then, a local
search is generated in which the best warehouse is obtained.
Once we have the best warehouses for all of the trips, we
select the warehouse with the lowest cost, eliminating the

order from the LCR list and adding the next one from the
sorting list.

LRC ordering: The sorting of the LCR list is carried
out to give more flexibility and to test the behavior of the
algorithm with different inputs. This pre-processing auto-
allocates all of the trips that have only one available ware-
house due to availability or customer restrictions.

This type of ordering is modular for easier testing. For this
purpose, a sorting algorithm has been developed based on a
criterion (see Line 6). Once all of the values an the list are
correctly sorted, a list with these values is returned.

• Sort by number of warehouses: The list is ordered by
the number of possible warehouses, that is, the first order
an the list will have fewer warehouses, allowing the al-
gorithm to assign them with fewer of decisions to make
(constrainedness).

– Sort by number of warehouses and items: The trips
ordered by warehouses and with the same value are or-
dered by the lowest number of items required for the
trip.

– Sort by number of warehouses and delay: The trips
ordered by warehouse are ordered according to the
number of days of delay for that order. This is because
the more days of delay there are, the more blocked
stock remains during the week.

• Sort by Delay and Items: In this case, orders are classi-
fied by the sum of the delays of all their warehouses and
by the amount of items required for the trip.

• Sort by warehouses plus standardized delay and
items: This sorting is carried out by mixing the three cri-
teria previously defined. To do this, we add the standard-
ization of the delay and the number of warehouses and
then order by the number of items.

• Sort by number of weight warehouses and delay: This
sorting is based on the previous one by adding a beta
weight to the delay. Then, the sorting is done by the num-
ber of items.

After carrying out some tests to verify the viability of all
sorting types, it was found that sorting by the number of
warehouses( more specifically, sorting by number of ware-
houses and items) gave the best results without negatively
affecting time or computer costs.

Local search

Once the order list is sorted, we iterate it to execute a local
search on each order in order to obtain the best assignation.
This local search is based on obtaining the objective function
for each of the possible warehouses in a trip, by generating a
list of values for each warehouse. Once this list is obtained,
we obtain the minimum value on the list and the selected
warehouse is assigned to the trip.



Algorithm 2 Local Search

1: input: A order o, List of item price P , Alpha value for
objective function α, Length of LCR list nLCR

2: output: Index of warehouse chosen j, Minimum cost of
warehouse chosen Q∗

3: Q←− [ ]
4: I ←− Iro
5: M ←−Wo

6: For j in {0, . . . , |M |}:
7: Cs←− []
8: Ct←− getTransportCost(Mj)
9: For i in {0, . . . , |I|}:

10: Csi ←− Pi ∗
∑|wstij |
k=Do

wstijk | wstijk < 0
11: Cs←− Cs ∪ Csi
12: end for
13: Qj ←− α ∗ Ct+ (1− α) ∗

∑
Cs

14: Q←− Q ∪Qj
15: Fα ←− (1− α)/nLCR
16: if

∑
Cs < 0 then:

17: α←− α+ Fα
18: else:
19: α←− α− Fα
20: end if
21: end for

In each iteration, one of the orders an the LCR list is an-
alyzed, and the objective function is calculated with all the
items that compose the order and the possible warehouses
in order to obtain the best one. The objective function is
based on calculating the transport cost and the stock cost
and weighting them with an alpha value in order to give
more weight to the transport cost which generates more costs
(see Line 15). The transportation cost of a trip is obtained by
adding the price of traveling to a warehouse for each order
(see Line 8). The stock cost is obtained by subtracting the
quantity of an item required in a warehouse an a certain day,
multiplying it by the price of manufacturing the item in the
case that the stock is negative. If the stock remains positive
the stock cost will be zero (see Line 11). Finally, the ware-
house assignments for each trip are saved.

Improvements
During the development of the algorithm, several problems
appear that negatively affect the optimization of the solution.
To overcome these problems, parts of the main code have
been improved:

• LCR sorting: As mentioned above, the ordering of the
LCR list improves the allocation of the order with the
most restrictive characteristics, leaving those with a larger
set of solutions for the end.

• Shuffle: In each one of the iterations of the GRASP al-
gorithm, it is observed that the LCR list sorting generates
the same order of the orders. A shuffle method has been
developed that randomizes the LCR list from the criteria
used in LCR sorting. This method allows us to generate
in each of the iterations of the algorithm a different LCR
list from the others in order to avoid identical solutions.

• Scheduler: The objective function seeks to minimize
both the transport cost and the stock cost. To do this, an
alpha value is applied to each of the variables to be min-
imized in order to find the optimal point. During the exe-
cution of the tests, it is observed that to greater amount of
items with negative stock in the warehouses the objective
function is polarized losing the optimal value. This is be-
cause of a fixed alpha value that reduces the dynamism
of the function and, therefore, worsens the results. For
this purpose, a scheduler that modifies the alpha value
in each of the iterations has been developed. This sched-
uler increases or decreases the alpha variable regardless of
whether or not the assigned order is in a warehouse with
negative stock. The factor that is used in the scheduler is
calculated by dividing the rest of alpha minus 1 by the
number of trips that remain to be assigned. This allows
the scheduler to minimize the stock cost more easily.

Evaluation
This section presents the results of each of the proposed im-
provements, as well as the results of the comparison of the
greedy algorithm and the GRASP algorithm with all of the
implemented improvements.

The first part of the algorithm to be improved is the sorting
of the list of possible candidates. This is done by obtaining
the different costs for each of the models explained (see Fig
2).

Figure 2: Cost comparison for each model.

These results indicate that in models where delay is prior-
itized over warehouses or items, transport cost improves but
stock cost worsens. To contrast in those models where the
number of available warehouses is prioritized and the mod-
els are combined with other parameters, a stable transport
cost and a significantly lower stock cost are obtained. In or-
der to check these results, a series of metrics is obtained that
allows a deeper evaluation of the stock balance in the ware-
houses by comparing these metrics in the greedy algorithm
and the proposed one. To do this, we first obtain the average
negative stock of all platforms (see Fig 3a).

The average number of items with negative stock rein-
forces our hypothesis that the number of warehouses avail-
able per trip is a determining factor. In order to decide which
model to use for the LCR list, we obtain the number of items
where the stock is negative (see Fig 3b))



(a) Average

(b) Quantity

Figure 3: Metrics of items with negative stock for each
model.

Finally, we decided to use the ordering model based on
quantity of available warehouses and amount of items in the
order. We selected this model because it is the one that gen-
erates the least number of items with negative stock and the
lowest average of negative stock, and it keeps the cost of
transport constant.

The set of improvements optimize the scheduling of the
algorithm and maintain balanced stock. These improve-
ments are evaluated by measuring metrics that are similar
to those used previously. Each one of these improvements
implements the previous one, because they depend on each
other. In all of the improvements applied to the algorithm,
they are implemented with a LCR ordering model 2. Basi-
cally, we obtain the different transport and stock costs and
compare them in order to have a general view of the impact
of the improvement on the solution of the algorithm (see Fig
4).

Figure 4: Different costs for each improvements.

As shown, the test results do not show significant differ-
ences in costs; only the implementation of all of the im-
provements slightly reduces the total cost. To ensure that the
improvements used optimize the solution, we obtain metrics
based on stock balancing (see Fig 5).

(a) Average number of items with negative stock for each improve-
ment.

(b) Amount of items with negative stock for each improvement

Figure 5: Metrics based on stock balancing

The results obtained from the metrics for the evaluation of
the balance of the stock show us that the average stock of the
items in the warehouses remains stable with a difference of
between 67% and 71%, while the number of items with neg-
ative stock increases with respect to the algorithm already
implemented. This is a good result. If we compare the aver-
age and the amount negative stock of items at warehouses,
we determine that there are more items with negative stock
but the value of these is much lower. Therefore, the nega-
tive stock is balanced with the new improvements. Finally,
the two algorithms are compared completely, using the cost
and stock balancing metrics used previously. First, the total
cost is evaluated for the first two weeks of July 2020 (see
Fig 6b). The results indicate that the algorithm improves the
results of the first week but worsens the second week. This
is because GRASP was developed to improve the balance
at the expense of the transport cost. Second, the stock met-
rics are evaluated to determine whether or not the algorithm
balances the stocks correctly.



(a) Average number of negative stock items.

(b) Total cost comparison.

Figure 6: Metrics in the first half of July 2020.

First, a metric is shown that calculates the average nega-
tive stock amount for all of the warehouses (see Graph 6a).
This metric is very important because it allows us to see how
the stock is distributed in the warehouses. The improvement
provided by the GRASP in the average negative stock quan-
tity is between 60% and 81%. On the other hand the number
of items with negative stock (see Graph 7a) is also a metric
that helps us to measure the dispersion of stock among the
warehouses. In this case, you can see an improvement by
the GRASP of between 41% and 60% based on data from
the greedy algorithm. Finally, the costs of the two weeks are
obtained to evaluate them jointly (see Graph 7b)

(a) Quantity of negative stock items in the first half of July 2020

(b) Stock and transport cost comparison between the greedy algorithm
and GRASP

Figure 7: Metrics in the first half of July 2020.

The results show a large difference in the stock cost be-
tween the different algorithms for the two weeks shown. It
can also be observed that even through the transport cost is
higher in GRASP. The penalty is relatively low compared to
the improvement in the stock cost. The stock cost improves
by about 72% and the transport cost worsens by between
13% and 21%. The computational time taken by the greedy
algorithm is about 20 to 30 minutes, while GRASP takes
between 0.45 and 1.5 minutes.

Conclusions and future work
Transport companies need to optimize their logistics infras-
tructures and strategies in order to be more efficient in a
more competitive world. This work tries to merge two dif-
ferent problems, the warehouse stock management problem
and the routing problem in order to minimize both the nega-
tive stock and the transport cost. To do this, a GRASP-based
metaheuristic has been developed to improve the greedy al-
gorithm that is currently being used by the company. The re-
sults in several case studies show that the greedy algorithm
had a better behavior in the transport cost, since it is spe-
cially guided by a heuristic. However, the proposed GRASP
algorithm overcomes the results obtained by the greedy al-
gorithm in stock balancing, improving the negative average
stock by up to 82%.

In future works, we will improve the proposed algorithm
by combining the proposed GRASP algorithm with a genetic
algorithm (GA). Thus, the solutions obtained by the GRASP
algorithm will participate as a subset of the initial population
for the genetic algorithm. This could improve the quality of



the solutions due to the high capability of the GA to combine
previous solutions and avoid blockage in the local optimal.
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